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ABSTRACT

To derive design diagrams of insulated steel columna. a mcthlldululLY WI\S proposed to
extrapolate the temperature rise of specific steel column auembly under lin: resistance test to
those differing in cross sectional area of steel. Having a lIet of It(l('l culumn tcmperature
measurement, the thermal conductance between fire realltllncc furnace nnd steel was
estimated by the technique of parameter estimation. Then. ualn, the nhmalcd thermal
conductance, temperature rise of steel columns with arbitrate Croll IICCtillnl\l urea was
calculated while keeping the construction of insulation unchanaod. Tilt: rcsults were
compared with fire resistance test results that were conducted separately. Thc IlltrCCl\1ent was
good or conservative if the cross sectional area were larger than the referencc cruss sectional
shape. Thus it was shown that the methodology is feasible to develop dellllP! diagrams for
insulated steel columns. A practical chart and simple design formula _ produced for
columns insulated by calcium silicate boards.
Key words: fire resistance tests, steel columns, fire resistance insulation, parameter
estimation ,extrapolation, design diagram

INTRODUCTION

To prevent the structural frame from collapse during fire, fire resistance is essentiul to the
members of structural frame. In case of steel frame, mechanical properties such as elastic
modulus and the yield strength are decreased as the steel temperature rises. which results in
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steel column is approximatod by • nal T. I A,
plate of same heat capacity per unil W ,
heating length ~ 1g

~-----~~ ttttttttttt
T,

d,

< a >

k = 1/(1 / h+d, / A, )

Tf (t) = To + 34510g,o (8t / 60 +1).

(p,e,A, + p,e,A,) d;, =kl(Tr-TJ,

Selection of Unknown Parameter(s)

where the first term of the denominator (1 / h) is the thermal resistance of the turbulent

FIGURE I Lumped Body Approximation

without considerable loss of accuracl l , where T, is the representative (average) steel

temperature [K], P, is the density [kg/m3
] and e, is the specific heat of insulation material

[J/kg.K], p,and e, are those of the steel column, Tr (t) is the fire gas temperature (standard

time - temperature curve),

The governing equation (3) has several material properties. Among them, the heat
conductance between fire gas and steel was selected as an unknown parameter to be estimated.
Using thermal conductivity and thickness, it could be written nominally as

1= 2(a +b)+8d"

A, =2d,(a+b)+4d,1.

Further, we assume that the temperature profile in the insulation material is close to linear.
Under these assumptions, the temperature rise of steel could be described by

Lumped Ilody Approximation

10 describe the temperature rise of steel. the IlOftIIIr*;lh'" "1111 IIppl'llxllnatcd by the lumped
body as shown in FIGURE I. The Il·1lOCtionId 11..1 1111\1 th\' IIIsulllti"n materiol wcre
approximated by two flat plates thaI hal 1M elll"1I Sl'ctlllllUI urea per unit hcoted
perimeter of insulation material. Usinj the noml Ihldllells "I the illsuilltioll materials. the
heated perimeter I, and the cross scclionalll1Nl A•• IIIC cKpresscd by

* H-sectioned, outer length 300mm by 300mm, web thickness 10mm, flange width 15mm
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However single test result gives little information on how the result can be extrapolated to
realistic situations. Typical and practically important question is "How the fire resistance time
varies if the same construction is applied to steels with different cross sectional shape?". From
the physical point of view, the temperature rise of steel depends not only on the insulation
construction. but also on the heat capacity on the steel. Optimal combination of steel size and
insulation construction (typically the thickness of insulation material) may exist in order to
obtain necessary fire resistance time. If we try to know the optimum combination, we would
have to carry out quite a lot of fire resistance tests. which is impractical considering the cost
and time for fire tests.

The principle for extrapolation is quite general to be appreciable to any structural and
separating members insulated by reactive and/or non-reactive materials. However, we limit
our interest to H-sectioned columns insulated by lightweight non-reactive materials for
simplicity. Considering the current Japanese practice on the fire resistance test of insulated
steel columns, we assume that one or two sets of time - steel temperature history is available
for standard column (H-300x300x lOx 15'). The extrapolation to different cross sectional
shape is main point of discussion.

One of the feasible approach is to extrapolate the measured steel temperature of standard size
columns into arbitrate size of steel with the help of analytical methods. When we calculate the
steel temperature in a straightforward way, numerical methods such as lumped heat capacity
modee1, one-dimensional finite difference method41 and finite element methodS) are adopted.
To follow this approach, we should have all the construction details and material properties,
which is rarely possible in practical applications. To overcome this problem, inverse analysis
method was adopted in this paper. Having one time-temperature history of steel during fire
test, the material property (thermal conductance) of insulation material was estimated using
measured temperature. The value should be regarded as an "effective" value that includes the
effect of cracks and so on. After having the thermal conductance, the temperature rise of
arbitrate cross sectional shape could be calculated in a straightforward way to extrapolate the
test result into different size of steel with identical construction of insulation.

THEORY

huckhllil "I CIllumllll ulld excessive deflection of beams. Therefor it is nCl.:essury to put thermal
insulati,," "" steclmcmbers in order to keep the temperature rise below eritil.:al value.

For the purpose of evaluating the construction of insulation, fire resistance test by fumace l
.
21

is applied for most cases. As a practical procedure, so-called standard size columns or beams
are selected. The insulation is constructed upon standard columns and/or beams. Then the
assembly is subjected to standard fire to see if the steel temperature is below the critical
temperature (350°C for the present Japan's procedure) during prescribed time. The evaluation
by fire resistance test is an explicit way in which important physical and chemical behavior
could be included. Examples of such phenomena are chemical reaction in the material.
thermal cracks. fallout. spalling and so on.
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FIGURE 2 Rate of Water Content Change per Unit Temperature Rise
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FIGURE 3 Water Content at Specified Temperature

illustrated in FIOlJHE 2 und FlUUHE 3.

Equation for Thermal Conductance

As described above, the thermal conductance k is the single parameter that have to be
estimated. Considering that the steel temperature is measured at constant time interval !:J.t as
is a common fire test procedure, the governing equation (1) is approximated by backward
finite difference equation as

(T 1 T 1-1)( ;-1
k;-I = ., -, p,c, A, + p .• c.A,)

1!:J.t(T
J

;-1 _ T, ;-1 )

where the superscript j on temperature T, and T} denotes the j -th temperature

measurement, the superscript j on the specific heat c, means that the value is to be

evaluated by the steel temperature at j-th measurement of T, . Rearranging the terms, we get

By substituting the measured steel and furnace temperatures {1',".1',1,7:' ..... }. ( 1',".1',' .1',' •... 1

into equation (l0), the thermal conductance I k". k' .k' .... }clln he elllcululed as a function of

time. After arranging the thermal conductance versus corresponding steel lemperuture. we get
the thermal conductance as a function of steel temperature,

(6)

(7)

(8)
(T, -0 < T <T.)

(T, < T < T, +0) ,
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At around 100°C, contained water in the insulation materials evaporates. Due to the latent
heat of evaporation, temperature rise is delayed. To take this beneficial effect into account, the
specific heat of insulation material is increased. Namely we have

The remaining parameters are the specific heat and density of steel and insulation material.
Theoretically it is possible to estimate these parameters at the same time with thermal
conductance. In most of the practice, however, it is easy to get accurate values for these two
parameters by consulting the data books and/or product specification. Thus they were
excluded from the group of unknown parameters. In reality, the specific heat of the
lightweight inorganic material are around 920[kJ/kg.K] with 20% of scatter. Even if we use
this value, it is unlikely that we lose correct estimate of thermal conductance except for the
very early stage of heating in case of lightweight insulation materials.

Evaporation of Contained Water

Specific Heat and Density

hllundnr> Inycr helwccn lire gas and outer surface of insulation lIluteriul. Second term
(d, / A, )denotes the thermal resistance across insulation material. To compare the relative

importance of these two terms, we assume that the overall heat transfer coefficient is more
than 50[W/m.K] and that the thermal conductivity of insulation material is in the order of
0.1 [W/m.K]. If the thickness of the material is more than 20mm, d, / ..1.,(=0.2) is sufficiently

larger than 1/ h (=0.02). Thus it is reasonable to treat the thermal conductance k as a specific
parameter that is intrinsic to insulation material and construction.

dw(T) w" {(T,-£5)-T (T,-£5<T~T,)

--;n:- = 52 T -(T, +0) (T, < T < T, +0)'

wg {20 2 _T 2+2(T, -O)T-(T, _0)2
w(T) = 202 T2 -2(T, +o)T +(T, +0)2

where c,,, is the specific heat [kJ/kg.K] of oven dry condition, Cw is the sensible heat

capacity of water (=4. I8[kJ/kg,K]), Lw is the latent heat of water evaporation
(=2260[kJ/kg.K]).

The symbol w(T) denotes the water content [kg/kg] at temperature T. The evaporation of

water is a complicated process. However, it was simplified that the evaporation takes place at
the temperature range between T, - £5 (=80°C) and T, + £5 (=120°C). Peak of evaporation

takes place at Te(=IOO°C). The following two equations gives the approximated function for

the rate of evaporation per unit temperature rise and remaining water content at specified
temperature,

where wo(=0.05) is the water content at initial condition [kg/kg]. The functional form is
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j
3.2 (20:S; T, < 130)

k = 0.00533T, +2.42 (l30:S; T, < 280),

4.0 (280 :s; T, :s; 500)

Estimation of the Thermal Conductance

* applied load I allowable maximum load al

FIGURE 5 shows the result of steel temperature meuuroment II l"•• (. (rclcrence) together
with Test B, D and E where the same column was telted under dlR'erwnt 10MI mtio, The data
shows that the time to critical condition (collapse) is JP'Catly alTec:tld by Itllld rllllo h'en Illore.
the temperature rise seems to be slightly accelerated as the Itllld 1'11110 I. 1ll4:nMllItti lhi~ Illily he
attributed to that large axial force increases the crack and fallout of In.ullllloll Illaterial.
However the degree is not so obvious, thus it is enough to select the t.lata III Ihe ,unk ient Iy
loaded condition in practical application. This is why we selected the teal (. ll~ ,t'lnelll:e.
where the column is loaded to full load-bearing capacity.

Using the test data C, the thermal conductance of insulation was estimated by CtIUIIlIlln ('»)

The result is expressed as a function of steel temperature in FIGURE 6. Al the hclJlnnlnj.: 01

the heating and at the temperature range of water evaporation (1: t Ii). there lilt' "'Inl'

numerical scatter of the results. However, numerical scatter is reduced in the tefllp.:mtllie
range above 200°C. The following function was fit to the estimated thermal wntlul'llllll'e 101
the calculation to extrapolate the steel temperature of different cross sectional Sllllpc.'

which is shown by bold line in FIGURE 6.

n
1j

IV
1/\

(,

1< 160+w----7!
I'E- w ->1 I

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

FIGURE 4 Cross Sectional Shape of Tested Steel Columns (Unit in mm)
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TABLE I summarizes the testing conditions. As this test series were carried out mainly to
investigate the mechanical load bearing capacity of steel, the load ratio was varied in some of
the tests. Among the tests, we selected the test C to estimate the thermal conductance because
the load ratio is most close to unity among the tests which is the common procedure of fire
test. Using the estimated thermal conductance. we calculated the steel temperature that
correspond with tests A, F. G and H. Then the results were compared with measurements.

Test Series

The cross sectional shape of the tested columns is shown in FIGURE 4. All the specimens
have the same construction of insulation. The difference is the cross sectional area A, and the

heated perimeter I. The ratio of cross sectional area over heated perimeter of insulation
(effective thickness of steel) varies in the range of 0.0114 to 0.0051 [m]. Initial water
continent of insulation was approximately 5.0% by weight. The column was 3m long, whose
top and bottom ends were supported by pin.

In order to verilY the accuracy of extrapolation. a series of fire resistance tests were analyzed.
In the test series, eight fire resistance tests were carried out for various cross sectional shape of
steel column insulated by 40mm- thick calcium silicate board6l

. Among the test data, one test
data (H-300x300xIOxI5) was selected to estimate the thermal conductance. After we got the
thermal conductance, the calculations were carried out for the other cross sectional shapes.
The calculated results were compared with test data to discuss whether the extrapolation is
feasible.

( )n,e the functional t',rm of the thermal conductance is established. it is possihle to calculate
the temperature rise of steel that differs in cross sectional area A, and heated perimeter I. as

long as the construction of the insulation is deemed identical.
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FIGURE 8 the Comparison of the Steel Temperature
Extrapolation (Test F :H-250 X250 X 9 X 14)
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FIGURE 7 the Comparison of the Steel Temperature
Extrapolation (Test A :H-400 X400 X 13 X21)

temperature, which increases the degree of cl'lICk lIIId lWlolIl ulllmtlalion malerial•.

To examine the overall tendency, all the reault. 1ft ploued III 1'1< iI IRE II. 'Ibe lime to critical
condition in tests are plotted againsl the time to crltlul lemperalure in extrapolated time
temperature history. As was anticipated. the extrapolation iN uplimistic if the time to critical
temperature is large, which implies that the de..... of el'llCk Ilnd fallout is small. Thus it is safe
to conclude that the extrapolation is only pouible only 10 Ihe direclion to prolong the time to
critical temperature due to the increase in the ero•• II«lional area of steel.
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Using equation (11) in the governing equation (1), the steel temperature rise for the specimens
in test A (H-400X400X 13X21), F (H-250X250X9x 14), G(H-200 X200X8X 12), H(H
100 X 100 X 8 X6) were calculated and compared with the measurements. The results are
shown in FIGURE 7 to FIGURE 10. In case of Test A (FIGURE 7), the extrapolated
temperature is slightly higher than the measurement. Thus it seems that the method is feasible
to derive conservative estimate of the critical time of the column. In case of Tests F, G and H,
the extrapolation gives almost the same or slightly low temperature. Thus it gives the realistic
or optimistic estimate. The difference in the tendency could be attributed to the relative size of
the column between reference and extrapolated size. In the Test A, the column size is larger
than the reference, while in the other tests, the columns are smaller than the reference. If the
cross sectional shape of the column is small, the distortion may be increased even at the same

200 300 400
steel temperature r: [0C]

FIGURE 6 Estimated Thermal Conductance and Fitting Tri- Linear Function

Extrapolation to Different Cross Sectional Shape of Steel

o 3600 7200 10800 14400 18000 21600
time [s]

FIGURE 5 Temperature Rise of Standard Columns (H-300x300xl0xI5, Test S, C (reference),
D, E and Calculated Results)
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FIGURE 2 Law's Definition of Equivalent
Fire Duration

reinforcement

design fire
std.tire~

:::l

21 "7~~~[T equivalent
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FIGURE 1 Kawagoe's Definition of
Equivalent Fire Duration

For steel structures, Law~'. I'clleflllll)n el IIAI mIldf I .Imill., ,I,,'illltilln Independently. Their
definition of equivalent dural ion is Ihe lime III maximum sled temperature nttnined in
specific actual fire as shown in F1UURH 2. Th"'r main .!TtII1'" hI ellrrclnte th~' l'4uivnlenl fire
duration with building design paramelen".

An example of this approach is shown in Annex EoI' EurocodeHI druB
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(11I1I"1uall) .1Omm from surlil~'~') IS \""'.1 "'I/Iltlll)' I'" N"'" I' Ihl' 11111<' 1~'"'JX'rulurc II'VlI j, tl,,'
same hetween actual (design) lir~' IIl1d slllndlni n,. ....h.."" III II( II I{I I II" 1I.1,u'I...1 Ih.·
threshold temperature til 400 or ~OO"(' d"I""Mlln, lin til<' • lit" ,II 1"lup,'ralllr,' ti,l' st«1 hnl'
lIis method has been extended to IIlh"r e_",. .""" ... Ih.. "'/lIIIIIII"n ,,11I1ll"xpox<:d xmlnl'"
temperature of separation elemenl by c1l1l11llln, IIw I"""hllid Il'mpl'l'allll'~' III 2(,0 '(', which"
not derived from physical undcrxlandlnll 1If' phonlln,,,n,,, hili IIISI /I nitienl temperature li,r
insulation failure,

However, as a coarse approximation, the thermal behavior of "any" building element could be
correlated with the total amount of absorbed heat during fire, If the total amount of absorbed
heat is identical, the temperature of the element would be roughly the same provided that the
difference of temperature distribution in the element is negligible, Also it is expected that the
thermal breaking of materials might be correlated with total amount of heat provided that
energy for breaking is a property intrinsic to specific materials of construction. Kawagoe's
formula for time-temperature area was derived through empirical correlation, However it can
be interpreted as a rough approximation of a total amount of heat to the element in question,
This approach can be extended if we find a way to calculate the total amount of absorbed heat
for arbitrate fire severity,

In this paper, an approximate formula is proposed to correlate the total amount of absorbed
heat during actual (design) fires and standard fires. Then a simple formula for equivalent fire
exposure was derived. The schematic idea is shown in FIGURE 3, Similar approach has been
proposed by Harmathy and Mehaff/). however, the present approach intends to derive a
simple formula,

and
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Equivalent Fire Duration BeNd on llme- Heat Flux
Area

A simple formula was proposed to calculate the equivalent fire exposure based on time- heat
flux area. Given a fire severity and duration of design fires, the heat flux absorbed by building
element was described by an analytical formula for heat conduction in a semi-infinite medium.
Using the formula, the time to give the same amount of heat to building elements under design
fires and under standard (ISO 834 fire) is derived. Assuming that the behavior of building
element is identical if the total amount of heat is equivalent, then the formula can be used as a
representation of equivalent fire duration for structural fire resistance design. Numerical
examinations and several experimental results show that the assumption holds fairly well for
practical range of application.
Key words: equivalent fire duration, ISO 834 fire, design fires, actual fire, severity

In the fire resistance tests of building construction 1
•
2

,31, standard time- temperature curve is
adopted in order to classify building clements into fire resistance ratings. The standard time
temperature curve is one of the representatives of actual fires. However, the actual fires differ
considerably from the standard fire depending on fuel load density, internal surface area of
compartment boundary and ventilation parameter. Thus various formula have been proposed
in order to correlate the behavior of specific huilding element under actual fires with that
under standard fire.

Kawagoe41 made extensive calculations and experiments filr reinforced concrete clements.
After his results, he concluded that the maximum temperature of reinfclrcing steel har

Pi density of insulation material [kg/m3
]

Ps density of steel [kg/m3
]

Tf fire temperature
Ts steel temperature
To initial temperature
w(1)water content ofinsulation [kg/kg]
Wo initial water content of insulation

material (=0.05) [kg/kg]

Lw latent heat of evaporation [J/kg]
time [s]

Te evaporation temperature (=100°C)
[0C]
[0C]
[0C]
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Alphabets
A, cross sectional area of insulation

[m2
]

As cross sectional area of steel [m2
]

Ci specific heat of insulation [J/kg.K]
CiO specific heat of insulation at oven dry

(=920) [J/kg.K]
CiO specific heat of water (4180) [J/kg.K]
Cs specific heat of steel [J/kg.K]
d, insulation thickness [m]
h heat transfer coefficient [W/m2.K]
k thermal conductance [W/m2.K]
I heated perimeter [m]
liAs section factor [mol]
Greek Symbols
8 evaporation temp. width [0C]
A, thermal conductivity of insulation

[W/m.K]
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